Turkey

Facts Turkey
Major Office Locations
• Istanbul, Izmir, Mersin
Airports Served
• Adana Sakirpasa (ADA), Ankara
Esenboga (ESB), Istanbul Ataturk
(ISL), Istanbul (IST), Izmir (ADB)

Ports Served
• All Istanbul ports, Gemlik (GEM),
Iskenderun (ISK), Izmir (IZM), Izmit
(IZT), Mersin (MER)
Warehouse Space
• 25,700 sqm warehousing storage
• 40,000 sqm open yard storage

Head Office
Agility Lojistik Ltd
Rüzgarlıbahçe Mah, Feragat
Sok Energy Plaza No.2, Kat.4
Kavacik Beykoz,
34805 Istanbul
Turkey
+90.216.680.16.00

Certifications
• Dangerous goods/hazmat license
• IATA, TIO
• ISO9001
• ISO14001

About Agility
Agility Turkey is strategically located to serve not only its local customers but
also its global customers with freight forwarding. Turkey connects markets
across East and West – Asia and Europe – for a total of 1.6 billion-population
reach within four hours of air travel. Tech-forward and freight forwarding
services like advanced track and trace technologies serve customers from a
wide variety of industries. An exceptional project logistics team assists with
solutions for oversized and out-of-gauge cargo transit.

Services
• Freight forwarding (air,
ocean, road)
• Warehousing & distribution
• Cross-border trucking
• Project logistics
• Chemical logistics

Turkey

Customer Examples
Shipping oversized goods with precision and expertise
Agility is an expert in handling oversized goods, but shipping 30 airplanes
and three large containers of spare parts to Karachi, Pakistan, was a unique
challenge. Each aircraft had different dimensions, so Agility worked with a
carpenter to prepare a cradle for each plane’s unique size before packing it.
The challenges didn’t stop there: The shipment required seaworthy lashing,
and nothing could be loaded with cranes due to the sensitivity of the planes’
wings. Therefore, all packing and lashing equipment was custom-designed and
made by Agility staff. The Agility team and additional hired staff had to work
with specially designed trolleys and use manpower to load the wings into the
custom crates. The entire shipment took three months to complete and was
shipped in two installments. When the shipment reached its destination, everything was on time and intact, earning praise from the customer.

Expert forwarding forecasting guarantees on-time delivery for VIP cargo
When a major auto manufacturer needed to move four VIP vans for a government ceremony from Turkey to Poti, Georgia, Agility stepped in with expert
advice. Three other forwarders recommended sea/RORO in their quotes;
however, Agility’s experienced team knew that method would not meet the
deadline. Agility spent two days in detailed discussions with the customer and
ultimately shipped the vans via road freight with exceptional lashing on tented
trucks. The vans arrived in time for the ceremony, and the customer was
appreciative of Agility’s service and dedication to their time-sensitive shipment.

Meeting delivery deadlines – even for delayed cargo – with Agility-wide
collaboration
When a Turkish customer’s freight forwarder delivered the disappointing
news that their Australian event-bound cargo would arrive one week after the
event’s closing date, Agility took over the doomed job. Two large containers
were loaded with custom-designed stands for 10 separate exhibitors. Fairs &
Events teams from Agility Turkey, Malaysia and Australia collaborated to get
the cargo back on schedule. The teams worked together on transshipment,
customs clearance and container transport to deliver the entire load by the
customer’s deadline.
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